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FROM DR. EDWARD SPENCER
----1. 1/22/15
Hi Alfred,
Allegedly we are under attack by the New World Order, but this is
a deception. We are under attack by The Ancient World Order in
what may be termed: A War of Civilizations carried out by
subversion, or a Species War also carried out by subversion, in
which Humanity has been bamboozled over the course of
thousands of years to organize to self destruct. This is not a war
involving extra-terrestrials, but rather a war of CryptoTerrestrials against Human Civilization and against Homo
sapiens as a species.
The Species designated Crypto-Terrestrials are Large Brain
Hominids of at least two species: One is Homo capensis, brain 30%
larger than human, the skull of which has been studied by the
renown Paleontologist R. Broom(1919 paper attached) and whose
IQ has been conservatively estimated by neuro scientists Lynch
and Granger at 149 average with 10-15 % at 180 or more. The
other is a very large brain Cone Head Hominid who has left his
skull in many locations such as Peru, Mexico, Malta, and Russia.
We also find that the entire earth was mapped by a mysterious
civilization during the Ice Age when sea level was 400 ft. lower
and there was no ice cap over the coast of Antarctica. This
mapping was carried out by a civilization that used spherical
trigonometry.
It is certain that we are ruled by what Lobaczewski ( Political
Ponerology) has call “Para Homo sapiens,” psychopaths devoid of
conscience, compassion and ethics, and below them are men
trained in psychopathic behavior by secret societies, the military,
religions, corporations. Below this are professional, soul crushed
“Disciplined Minds.”
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We are controlled by a powerful intelligence that is not human,
understand the way of our minds and emotions, and have
bamboozled us. Their motive is simple: they overtly dominated the
world and the herd (us) during the Ice Age, and they want to
overtly dominated everything again. The entire UFO-ET genre
has been created to confuse and misdirect us to non-threatening
entities and ignore the incredible danger all around us.
Attached: Who Controls the World……….?
---2. What do we know about Homo capensis?
Fragments of a skull were found in ditch in Bskop South Africa in
1913 and taken to the local museum. This skull caused an uproar
in British Paleontology until Homo capensis was up staged by
Piltdown Man, who turned out to be a Hoax. Homo capensis is the
starting point of Big Brain written by Professors Gary Lynch PhD,
and Richard Granger, PhD. The 1919 paper by R. Broom is
attached. This paper has given the conspirators fits as it is
thorough and written by an acknowledge expert. Since they can’t
make it go away it is just ignored. I go over my experience with
this in "Fragment Enchilada" (attached) Also attached is the R.
Broom paper.
It does appear that Homo capensis walking around today and
beings with unusually large heads have beeb observed in Cairo,
South Africa, Portugal, and U.S. Sketch by Japanese friend other
images attached.
------3. DRAFT
Dear Alfred, Micaela, Deborah, Debra, Ben, Augusto, Marco, Len,
Iz
This is about philosophy.
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I think we are in a Super Zoo, which encompasses the entire
earth, where we are the animals in captivity, and the zookeepers
stay out of sight.
The coyote story intrigues me. The coyote will find a friendly dog
and begin to play with it, running around in a friendly happy
manner. Then, when the joyful dog has run into the bushes with
his new friend, the coyote pack will jump out and eat him. There is
also a spider species that has the same coloration and odor as an
ant species; too late does the ant learn. And of course there is the
Judas Goat.
This, and interspecies mating, exposes the truth that Nature lacks
certain prudish and inhibiting qualities, perhaps all prudish and
inhibiting qualities. The Super Zoo, is for earth a sublime
example of Nature where the dominant species has pulled out the
stops in controlling his chattel, filling their (our) minds with a
seemingly infinite series of appealing, intricate, and frequently
frightening, false hoods. Recognizing and disarming these
falsehoods is the task of Harsh Philosophy.
For the West, the apex (or perhaps it should be nadir) of
falsehoods is the Bible. A series of well researched books has
identified the Jews of the Exodus as Egyptians from Akhen-taten
led by Pharaohs including Akhenaten and Ramses I. There was
no slave population of Jews, No Biblical Exodus, and Akhenaten,
who became Abraham, was not human but was a Hominid Cone
Head. When he was Pharaoh he did much to wreck Egypt,
primarily by introducing monotheism and destroying the existing
well functioning polytheistic system. So, the Jews of that time
were actually Ejewptians and then, in 740 AD, Khazaria
converted to Judaism resulting in the Ashkenazi Jews. I have not
yet researched on how the Catholic Church developed from this.
Of course this is only a fragment of the falsehoods, which involve
physics, medicine, law, history, biology, etc. We are in a matrix of
lies and no logical analyses are permitted, because then we would
have a benchmark, a reference, to examine the lies against.
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https://www.facebook.com/eucach
▶ Cosmology Quest - Debunking Quackademic Cosmology - Part 1
of 4 – YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1N9LQ2Qsew
We are managed by conspiracy. I am most familiar with
conspiracies involving the U.S., but it is clear that it is
everywhere. A very limited list includes:
The Battle of York Town where the U.S. victory supposedly
secured independence. (The Battle of the Chesapeake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_the_Chesapeake shows
how the outcome was fixed)
The Assassination of Abraham Lincoln
The 1871 elimination of the “united states of America” replacing it
with the corporation: “THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.”
The Titanic Conspiracy and Double Cross. The Titanic was
actually the Olympic, which had been irreversibly damaged by
ramming carried out by HMS Hawk. The Titanic sinking was a
planned insurance fraud with the double cross being the nonappearance of the rescue ship (Californian) and the subsequent
death of Strauss, Astor, and Guggenheim, three very rich
Americans opposed to the Federal Reserve. The Titanic sunk on
April 15, which became IRS Tax Day.
The Federal Reserve, a conspiracy in every way, captured the U.S.
and turned it into a hammer to destroy human civilization. The
Titanic sank on the morning of April 15 (tax day), the Federal
Reserve was enacted into law December 23, 1913, WWI began
July 28, 1914. http://www.barefootsworld.net/fs_m_ch_08.html
The Conspiracies Wall Street has Perpetrated Against Humanity.
WALL STREET AND THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION
http://reformed-theology.org/html/books/bolshevik_revolution/
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Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler by Antony C. Sutton
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
THE BEST ENEMY MONEY CAN BUY
http://www.reformed-theology.org/html/books/best_enemy/
America's Secret Establishment: An Introduction to the Order of
Skull & Bones: Antony C. Sutton: 9780972020701: Amazon.com:
Books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0972020705/conspiracy
arc-20/
The Belgian Relief Commission: WWI was going, but Germany
was running out of food. Herbert Hoover and a Frenchman bought
food in the U.S., shipped it to Belgium where it was trans-shipped
to Germany. According to Eustace Mullins a British nurse in
Belgium found out and wrote about it in the British Nursing
Mirror. British Intelligence demanded of the Germans that she be
shot, and she was.
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/reserve.htm
Then of course we have The Great Depression, WWII, The JFK,
RFK, Martin Luther King Assassinations, The Vietnam War, 9/11
Attack, Mind Control and Torture Technology, Vaccinations, EMF
saturation, Fukushima, Geo-engineering HAARP, Drought, the
Stealing of Children by the State, the disappearance of airliners
(Malaysia Flight 370), the mysterious crash of airliners (Die By
Wire Loss of Control Fright System), and on and on.
The three sites below make it clear that there are NO
extraterrestrials.
Fermi paradox –Wikipediahttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermi_paradox
Mirage Men - http://youtu.be/hYKjgGsZGBA
William Cooper- http://youtu.be/2FTT5RPMDws
This all adds up to a total bamboozlement of the human mind. The
hard work of thinking is simply not permitted. To reach this state
required many years of dumbing down, bamboozling “smart men”
to become expert in bamboozling others (Judaism, Catholicism,
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Other Religions, Free Masonry, Skull and Bones, Knights of
Malta, High Ranking Military Men, Banksters, Corporate Heads,
Educators, etc. And now, in the last few decades, electronic brain
hacking has been added, with the elite listed above probably the
most hacked, but all of us are being influenced to some degree.
How does one get this point of view, information, paradigm,
across? I can say from experience that very few want to know, and
I would describe it as “façade fixation,” being enamored with the
narrowest view possible.
From the uncomfortable perspective of being immersed in the
matrix, it is clear that this fixation has been programed over a
very, very, long period of time by something that has an
encyclopedic understand of the frailties of the human mind.
Thought patterns have been deconstructed into fragments, and
rearranged into dysfunction. This is the way I see it.
Circumcision may provide a model. It impairs a chemical
connection between a mam and a woman and changes his
neurological construct, his neurological perception of the woman, a
positive neurological happening (from Cliff High
http://www.halfpasthuman.com/ needs research) If this is accurate
then an enormous period of observation was needed to understand
the effects of circumcision.
To be continued
----4.email #4 Skype 1/28/15
Inbox
x
Edward Spencer via bounce.secureserver.net
8:55 AM (1 hour ago)
to exopolitics, Deborah, Lou, benjamin, Len
Hi Alfred, this is # 4 and my extreme point of conspiracy
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From: Edward Spencer <edspencer3000@mindspring.com>
Subject: What's hiding in South Africa PDF
I think everything
The Boer War conducted by Her Majesty’s Army at very great
expense, was a war of genocide against the Farmers (Boers),
particularly the Boer women and children. There are many
unexplored ruins of the ancient civilization in the Transvaal and
Orange Free State. I say this war of extermination was carried out
to prevent the Boers from eventually finding incredible
archeological discoveries that would have, and will in the future,
disclose the history of Homo sapiens and our masters.
Michael Tellinger talks about this area in the link below, but he
doesn’t get it right.
▶ Anunnaki and Ancient Hidden Technology - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiVROBhwHUM

